An axially symmetric cavity flow of an ideal fluid is moving around an obstacle. The flow is either in a cylindrical pipe or an unbounded region and the cavity may be finite. Essentially is the assumption that the obstacle is star-like with respect to some point on the axis of symmetry. The existence of such flows was proved by the author in Part I. In the present Part lithe behaviour of the free boundaries near the end-point on the axis of symmetry (in the case of a finite cavity) and near infinity (in the case of an infinite cavity) are investigated.
Introduction
A three-dimensional axially symmetric cavity flow of an incompressible inviscid fluid is moving around an obstacle. In its shadow a cavity occurs which is bounded by a free surface and on which the modulus of the velocity is constant. We consider the two cases that the flow is either in a cylindrical pipe or in an unbounded region and make the geometrical assumption that the obstacle is star-like with respect to some point on the axis of symmetry. The existence of such flows was proved in Part I of this paper [2] . In the constructed solutions the free stream-lines are also star-like. Moreover it appears that the cavity is finite, i.e. the free stream-lines end on the axis of symmetry. In this paper we investigate the behaviour of the free stream-lines near infinity (in the case of an infinite cavity) or near their end-point (in the case of a finite cavity), respectively.
Smooth fit of the free boundary on the axis of symmetry
First we introduce some notations. If X = (z, y) is a point in 1V, then let (r, W) denote its polar coordinates. BR(X) denotes the interior of a ball with centre in X and radius R, and we set BR = BR(0 ), where 0 is the origin (0,0). We take {y = 01 as the axis of symmetry and introduce a finite and continuous curve N (the obstacle), which is star-like with respect to the origin and has a representation Xo is piecewise of class 0< a <1, VX0(t±0)540 for 0 < t a.
We choose h > max{yo(t) : 0 < t < a} and set A = Xo(a) = ( A, yA), H = = h} and
S=({z<-b}n{y=0})uNuAu({z>0}n{yo}).
By 12 we denote the domain between the curves S and H and by 12 the domain above S (see Figures 1,2) .
We summarize the main results of Part I [2] in the following two theorems. 
such that
In the case d = +00 (infinite cavity) r has for great a > 0 a representation y = f(a) with 1im_. 00 1(a) = Jh2 -and A ^ KT. In the case d < +00 (finite cavity) we have A < U.
Theorem 2.2:
There are a function u, a number A> 0 and a curve r C fl, which has a representation of the form (2), such that ou< -M 11,,
Gcc2, aGccL=r, u=O ru(oGns), and the conditions (3) and (4) The next lemma will be useful for us in the following. 
Then there are numbers C1 ,a> 0 and a function w
Proof: The idea is to choose C1 ,a and w such that
and Lj(rS+Qw(co) sin 2 ca) Oin where
tation of the operator L in polar coordinates. Then the inequality (6) follows by the maximum principle. Now letting w(p) = exp(-c tan 2 ()) (e, a > 0) we get L 1 ( r2w (co) sin2 (co) = ra w(co) sin2 (co), x (3a + a 2 -2e + 0 tan s + 2e 2 tan4 W + (e 2 -2c)tan2 ).
The term on the right-hand side is non-positive in E if we set 3a + a 2 we conclude for any r with r < YI and B, (Xo) C C) that sUP8B(XO)flO u cyoAr, where the constant c is positive and independent of A. There is a point X1 = ( a , vi) on 8B,. ,13(xo) (Z1= Ti cosçoj , yj = r1 sin j ) such that u(Xi ) Now we choose a number eo> 0 such that u = 0 on 130., n OT. Because of (3) Then 8{u> 0} is of class CI in a neighbourhood of the end-point of the free boundary.
Proof: The proof is in three steps. In the first step we show that
Assume that (9) is not true . Then there is a non-horizontal straight line K through the endpoint E = (zo,0) of the free boundary such that u = 0 on K nfl n B.,(E) for a small c > 0.
Since the operator L is homogeneous in z, we can prove as in the previous lemma the existence of a number fl < 0 such that u = 0 i BR(E) n Cl. But this is impossible.
In the second step we prove 
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To this we consider functions u.,
u( (X). : X +E)
, a > 0, (aX + E) E {u> 0}. Because of (9) there is a sequence {X}> 1 C F, X, = (zn,yn), z < zo , with X -i E and mn -o 0.
We set a,, := -z,. Since IVu(X)I Cy, X E B.,(E) n for a constant C > 0 ande > 0 small (see the proof of [1: Theorem 5.4]), it follows also jVu(X)I :5 Cy, X E B2 n {y 01, for large n, with the same constant C. Therefore there are a subsequence {a,}>i .and a function u0 E Coll (B 2 n {y ^! 0)) such that u4 -i uo, uniformly . in B2 Ci {y ^! 0). We want to show, that uo(X) = in B2 n {, ^: 01.
We have 8{Uas > 01 (-1,y/a) -i ( -10) as n ---*4 +00 . Remember that F is star-like and cannot oscillate near {y =0} (see [1: Theoiem 6.1]). Therefore there is -a (small) iumber e > 0 such that for any p with 0 <p < e we get u., > 0 in BE(-,p)if n is large enough. Moreover, in view of [1: Lemma 5.2) we conclude that UaS 2! cj Ap2 in-B914 (-,p) ,where the number c > 0 depends only on p. Therefore it follows uo 2! c 1Ap2 in B,,4(-,p) .-Since the number p> 0 was arbitrary we get u0 (-,y) > 0 for any y E (0,e). Further we have -u(z(r,ip),y(r,p)) > 0-in 12, .
•-:(12).
therefore 0 in B3 n {y 0), and finally
It follows that {y=0}fl{-<x.<0}C{uo>0}.and lim iVuo(z,y) = (0,A) for any z E(-,0),
V-0 Y since the free boundaries 8{uas > o}n{-< z < O} converge to the segment {y= 0}Ci{-1 < z < 01. Becauseóf (13) we have Lu0 = 0 in B2 fl {0 < y < fl fl-{z > -}. Together with (14) this yields (11). Now for any z > zowe set V(z) = Urn. 110 Uy(z,y). Because of (12) we have V'(z):> 0 if z > l. Therefore the limit lim j.. V(z) =:-V0 exists-and we get lim.,jj uo(z, y) = Vo if z > 0. In view of (14) it follows 1' = A. Let {X}5> 1 be a sequence of free boundary points with X -* E and 00 1 0.-> r >0. F& this seqáeñc we again consider the above defined functions u. There is -a; subsequence {Uat )n>1 such that us u .unifoñnly in B3 rl{y O}, -+ C > rand uo(-1,C) = 0. On the other hand we can show as before that lirn uo(x,y) = A for any z > .0 and uo(X) = y 2 by unicue continuation, which is impossible. This proves (10).
In the third step we show that 8{u> 01 is continuously differentiable in a neighbourhood of E. Again we consider a sequence of free boundary points {X 5}>1 with X. -i E. We define a sequence of functions {u)> i by
There is a function too E CO-' ( f y ^! 0}) satisfying the following properties:
such that for a subsequence {u}> i we get u -* to0 uniformly in compact subsets of {y ^: 0), and the free boundary 8{wo > 01 is locally analytic. We consider the speed function g(X)
jVu(X)I. An easy calculation shows that V(yV(g2)) ^: 0 in {u> 01, i.e. q is a subsolution.
We can continue q continuously on 8{tt > 0} n {y = 0} \ {E}. 
